
CI MEETING DATE TIME LOCATION Quick Links Communicate Effectively Manage Challenges Motivate for Optimal Performance Collaboration for Success

11/19/2021 7:00am District Board Room Listen for Understanding Be respectfully curious Be on time Assume positive intentions

Clear and Consistent information going out to each 

building and all staff
Engage in problem solving Attend meetings Help others succeed

Notes and agendas timely posted Value differences and support committee
Engage and buy in to build 

understanding of decision making
Support the purpose of the committee

Members Present:

Time Person Assigned Discussion Follow Up

Start Time Allocated Submitting Topic Details To Notes

Action Items:

MS: L Peterson Likes the Techbook, but felt it wasn't 

as engaging. Discovery was a solid textbook, but 

didn't blow them away. Still looking at McGraw 

Hill(stay in class) and Saavas and TCI. 

HS: P. Warren is working with L Peterson for 

piloting. Trying to get them moving.

EL component?  (more/less) have seen for TCI 

and Discovery, haven't seen for McGraw Hill or 

Saavas yet. Discovery can change reading level 

and language, and can read to student. 
Jennie please reach out to TCI and Saavas; 

5 Character Strong

5 Math

Discussion:

Budget overview

Social Studies update
Online programing (est. 50 student) Engenuity is 

being used currently. Little challenging for MS. 

Propose getting on same cycle as SpEd. New school 

should be discussed. 

K Johnson reach out to S Ruegemer and B Hall to 

gather more information. 

Committee 

Norms

District Committee Mission: 

* To ensure a cohesive, aligned curriculum in all subject areas that is research based, data driven, and executed with fidelity.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

*To give teacher voice to curriculum decisions and instruction decisions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

* To provide instructional support in all curriculum areas.

District Committee Goals: 

* Establish and execute a curriculum review cycle

* Focus on all learners, with emphasis on early learners

* Provide opportunities for curriculum refresh to respond to gaps and dynamic instructional needs to close the achievement gap.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

*Evaluate and make research-based decisions about instructional approaches and provide recommendations for training, empowering all students and staff to achieve their greatest potential.

* Provide students of all identities equitable access to resources in developing life, college, and career readiness skills to prepare citizens with a global perspective.

Keri Johnson, Lynette Faber, Bruce Hall, Joyce Baumann, Angie Lichy, Jake Nelson, Jennie Palmer, Levi Peterson, Erin Tronbak

7:00 10 Keri Reports: Social Studies

Next Meeting Budget Overview


